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Tax Identity Technical Reference

Section 1 OVERVIEW                                                         

With the acceleration of a globally coordinated approach by governments to  the 
disclosure of income earned by individuals and organizations; new legislation in the 
form of the Common Reporting Standard (CRS), the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act (FATCA), European Union Directive on Administrative Cooperation 
(EU DAC) and Automatic Exchange of Information (AEoI); and the continuing focus of 
the US IRS on foreign payments as an audit issue; the compliance landscape for 
passive income is increasingly the number one compliance risk issue for businesses 
of all sizes. 

Businesses across different industries may not have addressed tax documentation 
and withholding concerns associated with passive income paid to domestic and 
foreign payees. Specifically, US businesses, whether financial institutions or any 
other type of business that makes payments to foreign payees, are required to collect 
certain documentation, properly classify the character of the payments, and 
determine the amount of income tax that might be withheld. Types of payments that 
fall into this area include interest, dividends, royalties and service income. 

Lilaham Inc.’s Tax Identity Solution offers a specialized system which allows 
businesses to collect and manage tax identity information for their payee accounts. 
This addresses the need for a reliable and auditable record source for tax purposes. 
Tax Identity Solution also provides a user-facing interview so that your customers can 
enter the needed information online in an intuitive self-service manner.
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Customer identity information already known may be submitted to Tax Identity. This 
allows for pre-population of some interview fields and may simplify the process for 
users. Once the user has completed the interview, Tax Identity then becomes your 
trusted system of record for this identity information. Entered information is also 
validated through a variety of methods to ensure compliance and correctness. 
Business systems may refer to it, retrieving account information through APIs. It may 
also be directly managed by business employees through the Back Office tool 
provided.

The information will directly feed into IRS filing processes. For annual filing, tax 
identity information is matched to business financial information in order to complete 
the 1099 / 1042 filing process. Each of these areas is covered in more detail in the 
sections listed below.
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A. Document Sections

Sec 2. Customer Interview 
The web-based interview taken by your customers where the necessary 
identity information is collected. Includes notes about handoff of user 
sessions and data pre-population.

Sec 3. Documents and Validation
An overview of the tax documents and data used throughout the systems, 
including the final 1099 / 1042 forms and the online repository. Also a 
description of the TIN and identity validation checks.

Sec 4. Statuses and Events
All aspects of how the system tracks the status of accounts and 
compliance. This includes account states, status change events, Changes 
of Circumstance, and customer notifications.

Sec 5. The Back Office Tool
The employee tool for managing tax compliance and identity information. 
Report generation, including filtering and options. Queue management 
and employee processes for account management.

Sec 6. Integration Guide
Guidelines for integrating existing business systems with the Tax Identity 
services. This outlines the recommended approach with technical details 
in the next two sections.

Sec 7. Identity Data Model
Technical details of the data model and systems used for customer tax 
identity.

Sec 8. Tax Reporting
Guide to systems and integration support the form generation and 
reporting processes.

Sec 9. Compliance Information
Regulations, IRS Forms, IRS MOU, certification, and compliance notes.
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B. Terminology
Within this manual, we use the following specific terminology:

• “Business” refers to your company, as the tax withholding agent
• “Customer” refers to your clients or payees receiving FDAP payments.
• “User” refers to a person interacting with the system, either an 

authorized business member or a customer.
• “Employee” refers specifically to an authorized business user.
• “The System” by itself often refers to the collective Tax Identity System 

and its services.
• “UID” is a Unique IDentifier. This is a unique key, generally for 

referencing accounts or records. Within our discussions, we assume a 
single program (within Tax Identity or the business, as appropriate) acts 
as the authority responsible for generating and assigning UIDs.

We use the following abbreviations common to the field:

• “SSN” is a Social Security Number, as issued by the DSS to identify an 
individual citizen.

• “EIN” is an IRS-issued Employer Identification Number.
• “TIN” is the Tax Identification Number which identifies the customer to 

the IRS. It may be an SSN or TIN.
• “DSS” is the Department of Social Security.
• “DMF” is the Death Master File, maintained by DSS to track SSNs 

which are no longer associated with living people.
• “OFAC” is the Office of Foreign Asset Control.
• “SDN” is the Specially Designated Nationals list.
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Section 2 CUSTOMER INTERVIEW                                    
This is the online web-based interview through which the system collects the 
necessary customer information. The end goal is the equivalent of collecting a W-8 or 
W-9 Form to meet IRS requirements around knowing your customer. During this 
process, the customer’s session will be handled by the Tax Identity system. This may 
be separately hosted or presented within a frame on the business’ site.

A. The Interview Flow 

The interview consists of a series of questions and form fields to collect the needed 
information. The first few questions are the classification for type of organization 
(individual vs business) and basic identity information. Next are the consents to 
submit forms electronically and to receive forms electronically (as detailed in §3.A). 
Then Depending on the answers provided, the question sequence may change. It is 
designed to present the minimum number of questions to get the information needed 
to properly complete a tax identity form. 

If their identity requires supporting documentation then they will be requested this 
information at the conclusion of the tax interview via email notification. The 
documents received will be stored by Tax Identity system and associated with that 
customer’s account. They’re accessible through the Back Office tool.  

Sensitive customer information (e.g. EIN) entered during the interview is encrypted. 
For security and privacy reasons we do not allow an interview to be abandoned and 
then resumed midway in a later session. The user will need to complete the interview 
in a single session. The current timeout for inactivity is 10 minutes.

During the final review step the customer is presented with an on-screen 
representation of the completed IRS Form. They can check that it’s correct or go back 
to change any of the provided information. Submission is then accomplished with an 
e-signature (assuming the customer has consented electronic submission) and the 
process is concluded. The user’s session is returned to the company web site.
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Until the customer has completed the submission step, their identity record is 
incomplete. Assuming their entries require no follow-up (e.g. receipt of paper 
documents), their identity record will then become complete. See Tax Status in §4.

B. Establishing an Account and Institutional Knowledge
We assume that the business already has some information about this customer. If 
nothing else, you have an internal identifier (UID) which distinguishes this particular 
account. Collectively, the body of information the business already has is treated as 
“institutional knowledge” which can be applied for tax purposes. This can be used to 
pre-populate some fields during the identity interview. This information must be 
reviewed and verified by the customer as part of the interview process (i.e. these 
steps cannot be automatically bypassed) in order to be compliant.

When the business system calls the Tax Identity service to start an interview session 
it can optionally pass identity information to be used during the interview session. The 
business system must provide an Account ID, which will be the business’ UID for that 
customer. The Tax Identity System treats this as a foreign key and uses it opaquely. 

All identity information provided, including institutional knowledge, will be subject to 
validation checks. Some of these are conducted during the interview (e.g. checking 
that an address is well-formed for a given country) and some are conducted 
afterwards (e.g. checking TINs as a fallback when the realtime service is 
unavailable). Some portions of the process such as paper document receipt may also 
occur after the interview in order to consider a customer’s record complete. Refer to 
the next section of the document for details on different validations performed.

C. Customization and Branding 
The interview experience is designed to fit within existing online user interaction and 
the company’s branding. Lilaham offers two options: Tax Identity hosts the interview 
on their site or Tax Identity presents the interview within a frame on the business’ site.

Interview Hosted by Tax Identity
In this setup the web browsing session is redirected to a URL provided by 
Lilaham and, at the conclusion of the interview, redirected back to the 
company site using a callback URL. Pages in the Tax Identity interview 
can feature company branding and skinning for experience continuity but 
use an overall layout designed by Lilaham.
Interview Hosted within the Customer Site
In this setup the company provides an HTML frame within their site that is 
the vehicle for Tax Identity content. The Tax Identity interview then runs 
through a dynamic AJAX mechanism to provide content and control within 
the frame, similar to how other third-party elements such as Googletm 
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maps are embedded in sites. The business URL remains in the browser 
location bar and the existing HTTPS/SSL connection is used.
 

Presentation Samples

�  
Left: Tax Identity hosting with branding Right: Client hosting within a site frame                

D. Customer Help
Each page within the interview has a “help” link to assist the user. The IRS has strict 
guidelines about what information may be provided without it being construed as 
“leading” the user or offering tax advice. The help content is geared primarily toward 
expanded definitions of tax terminology. In order to avoid any appearance of leading, 
the system does not display information or provide tax legal definitions beyond the 
IRS publicly available publications .

E. Field Limits and Error Messages
During the interview, scripts will do basic validation to ensure that reasonable data 
has been entered. This includes limiting fields, such as the name to appear on the tax 
forms, to a supported number of characters and the subset of characters allowable by 
the IRS.
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Error messages may be displayed to the user prompting them to make corrections or 
highlighting fields left empty. Users may override some errors (e.g. address format) in 
order to submit a value they know to be correct. (Attempting to pass invalid field 
values directly via the APIs will result in the API returning an error.)

F. Languages and Internationalization 
The Tax Identity System supports interviews in a variety of languages. The language 
used is associated with the user’s session. It can passed as an optional parameter 
during the HTTP call used to start the interview. 

The Tax Identity interview supports the following languages:
• Chinese (simplified)
• English
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Portugese (Brazilian)
• Russian
• Spanish
• Dutch
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Section 3 DOCUMENTS AND VALIDATION                       
Following the customer’s interview, the system has sufficient identity information and 
certification to serve as an IRS identity document: a W-8 series or W-9 Form. The 
system attempts to validate the provided information, alerting the customer and/or 
business to any problems which need to be resolved to be fully compliant.

A. Electronic Consents 
At the start of the interview process the customer is asked whether they consent to 
the use of electronic signature and electronic delivery of tax documents. 

If the user consents to the use of electronic signatures they will be presented with an 
signature prompt at the end of the interview. This will allow the customer to complete 
the entire process online and, if there are no validation issues, in a single session. 

If the user declines to use an electronic signature, then they can still continue the 
interview to produce a filled-in identity Form. To complete the registration process, the 
customer will need to print the filled-in Form, sign in ink, and mail the paper copy to 
the company within 30 days. Once received, the back office tool can be used to mark 
the account identity as complete.

Consenting or declining electronic receipt of tax documents does not affect the 
interview process. This customer consent response is stored as part of their account 
record so that it can be used by the business and Tax Identity during the annual 
reporting process. If the customer consents, they will receive electronic versions of 
their 1099 or 1042S returns through the form preparation service.

B. User Certification
The customer is required to certify all of the information presented in the interview. 
This includes fields pre-populated based on Institutional Knowledge, which must be 
reviewed and agreed to. Consistent with Treasury Regulation §1.1441,1(e)(iv)(B)(3)(i) 
on the use of substitute Forms W-8, the certification and penalties of perjury 
language in Tax Identity exactly matches the language in Part IV of the official 
variations of the W-8 Forms. 

Users certify their forms electronically using their user login credentials that are  
compared with initial registration for the current session. As such, the user login  
credential is considered an original signature on the form. 
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C. SSN and TIN Validation
Customers must provide a Social Security Number (SSN) or Employer Identification 
Number (EIN). This is generically termed the Tax Identification Number (TIN).

Normally, real-time validation is used to confirm that TINs entered are correct. TIN 
validation starts as soon as the user moves past the interview step where they’ve 
entered the number. This real-time check can usually detect errors before the end of 
the interview, allowing the customer to correct it. Validation against IRS registration 
records is done by partner service TINCheck.

If the real-time validation service is unavailable or does not complete before the 
customer ends the interview, then batch validation can be used at a later time. This is 
triggered by the back office administrator.

Individuals that are reluctant to supply their SSN (e.g. for privacy reasons) may use 
an iTIN or EIN for tax identity purposes. They can apply online with IRS Form SS4 to 
receive an iTIN or EIN. Note that IRS rules do not permit us to automate applying for 
an iTIN or EIN so the customer must go to the IRS Form SS4 themselves rather than 
via a direct link.

D. VAT Number Validation
VAT number validation is a function triggered through the Tax Identity back office.  
Validation is performed by the European Commission’s VIES service. Any profile 
where the VAT number fails validation will have its tax status changed to indicate an 
update is required and the customer will be automatically notified.

E. OFAC, SDN, DMF, and Other Validations
When the TIN is validated an additional series of checks are made with:

• Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC)
• Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) list
• Social Security Administration’s Death Master File (DMF)

Addresses are separately validated to ensure that they are properly formed for the 
country and, in some cases, known to postal service databases. Since addresses 
have a lot of allowable variation, the user may override the address check results and 
assert that their address is correctly entered.

In addition to these validations, Lilaham offers an optional module for Know Your 
Customer (KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML) compliance.
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F. W-8 Series and W-9
The Tax Identity interview determines through questioning the user which Form is 
appropriate for their situation. This will be either a W-8 series or a W-9. The customer 
does not need to select a Form or have knowledge of the governing regulations.

Since the applicable Form is determined by the combination of answers to different 
questions, the classification of the customer is not certain until the end of the 
interview. Some of the indicia considered in Form selection are: 

G. Withholding Rate
Based on interview responses, the Tax Identity system will compute the appropriate 
withholding rate. It is the responsibility of the business to ensure that sufficient funds 
are withheld for tax liability. The business systems may query Tax Identity through the 
API to retrieve the withholding rate for a given account (see §6, §7). 

Note that the withholding rate does not change once established for an account 
unless that user has a Change of Circumstances which requires new identity 
information be provided. This means that it is not necessary for the business systems 
to continually retrieve this value from Tax Identity systems; business systems may 
cache this value as long as it is expired on Change of Circumstances events.

H. The Tax Document Library
Processing and filing of tax forms is handled through a partner service. Completed 
1099 and/or 1042 Forms will be available online in tax documents library. The current 
completed W-8 or W-9 Form is also available there. See Section 8 for details on the 
tax reporting process.

Identity Information W-8 Series Form W-9 Form

Country of permanent address Rest of world, US will be queued Global

Country of mailing address Rest of world, US will be queued Global

“Substantial presence” test for Individuals In US less than 183 days In US more than 183 days

US passport No Yes

Individual born in the U.S. Renounced birthrights U.S. citizenship

One or both of the Individual’s parents were born in 
the U.S.

Yes (will be queued) Yes

Green card No Yes (or not properly revoked)

US Financial Institution Yes (will be queued) Yes

Paid in U.S. Funds Yes (will be queued) Yes
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Section 4 STATUSES AND EVENTS                                 
At a high level, all accounts in the system have a tax status broadly indicating where 
that account is in the information collection and compliance process. The system also 
handles events which mark the transition between statuses. Events may stem from 
internal or customer actions.

A. Account Tax Status
Each account in the system has a status to capture its standing in relation to the 
information collation and validation process. Tax status is used to drive many of the 
back office and notification workflows.

The diagram illustrates the possible transitions between common tax statuses.

All accounts start in the “Missing Tax Info” status when they are created in the 
system. Once the interview is completed, they move to “Tax Info on File”.

B. Tax Statuses 
0: TaxInfoNotRequired

Description This is a reserved status for accounts which do not need to have tax 
information.

Example Test account created by the business which does not represent an actual 
customer or financial activity.

Behavior in this status… This is a terminal state. Accounts may be manually moved into and out of 
this state via API calls.

IRS filing in this status… This account will not be part of tax filings.
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1: MissingTaxInfo

Description The account has never had tax information entered via the interview 
process. Once identity information is associated with the account it moves 
to Tax Info On File and should never return to the Missing Tax Info status.

Example A customer starts the tax identity interview. The system creates an account 
entry but it does not have complete identity information until the interview is 
done so it is left in the Missing Tax Info status.

Behavior in this status… Accounts in this status should not be conducting business. It’s a 
placeholder entry pending further information.

IRS filing in this status… No filing should occur on records in this state as they are incomplete.

2: TaxInfoOnFile

Description A complete identity record is on file but the information has not been 
validated. Once a validation attempt is made, the record moves either to 
Validated Tax Info (passes) or Tax Info Requires Update (fails).

Example The user has completed the interview. The validation process has not yet 
completed so the record exists in this state.

Behavior in this status… Accounts in this status can conduct business under the good faith principle 
that the customer has provided truthful information and we have no reason 
to suspect otherwise.

IRS filing in this status… A 1099 or 1042 is filed with this information if the account has passed the 
de minimus threshold. A correction filing may be needed if tax info is later 
updated.

3: ValidatedTaxInfo

Description A complete identity record is on file and the information has been validated.

Example This is the "happy case" where a customer provided information and the 
validation process turned up no errors.

Behavior in this status… Accounts in this state can conduct business. This is normally a stable state, 
where the account remains here unless the customer enters new 
information by re-taking the interview (e.g. a Change of Circumstances).

IRS filing in this status… A 1099 or 1042 is filed with this information.
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4: InvalidTaxInfo

Description A complete identity record was created but it was found to contain invalid 
information.

Example A foreign customer tries to fraudulently register with a deceased US 
relative's SSN to appear that they are a US person. The Tax Identity 
validation process detects that the SSN is disallowed by the Social Security 
Administration. The account is put into this state to block business activity. 
The customer, if they wish to conduct business, must re-take the interview 
and enter their correct information.

Behavior in this status… Accounts in this state cannot conduct business normally. Financial activity 
should be prohibited or the host business must withhold at the maximum 
rate and remit directly to the IRS.

IRS filing in this status… A 1099 or 1042 is filed with this information if the account has activity 
subject to withheld funds.

5: TaxInfoRequiresUpdate

Description An identity record was created but requires correction or further information 
to be complete and valid.

Example A customer enters their identity information but makes a typo in their TIN 
number. Later validation checks show the TIN ID is invalid. The Tax Identity 
system puts the account into this state and notifies the customer that there 
is an error requiring correction by re-taking the interview. If the account 
remains in this state for 30 days then it moves automatically to the Invalid 
status. (It does not move directly to Invalid to avoid unnecessary disruption 
of customer business. The IRS allows for this reasonable grace period.)

Behavior in this status… Accounts in this status can conduct business under the good faith principle 
that the customer has provided information and intends to correct a minor 
issue.

IRS filing in this status… A 1099 or 1042 is filed with this information. A correction filing may be 
needed if tax info is later updated.

6: Deactivated

Description This identity record is no longer active so current tax status does not apply.

Example A customer elects to close their account. We want to record this in Tax 
Identity so that, for example, they do not get a reminder notice when their 
W-8 requires its periodic update. This status indicates no further activity 
should occur on the account.

Behavior in this status… Accounts in this status cannot conduct business. 

IRS filing in this status… If the account has recorded sufficient activity during the year (prior to being 
deactivated) then a 1099 or 1042 is filed with this identity information.
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C. Status Change Events
As described above, there are a series of status changes that can normally occur 
while setting up an account. Each time the tax status (but not the identity information) 
changes, Tax Identity issues a status change event to the relevant SQS queue. 
Business systems may monitor for these events and take action as needed. Tax 
status changes also move accounts into different queues in the Back Office tool so 
that employees can resolve issues.

D. Customer “Change of Circumstances” Events 
There is also a change event indicating that the identity information has been 
updated. In this case, the old identity record is stored (deactived) and a new one is 
created for that account. A change event is send to the relevant SQS queue.

This commonly occurs for what is termed “Change of Circumstances,” where a 
customer needs to update their information so it remains current. For example, the 
customer may have moved country and now has a new business address. They re-
take the interview to enter and certify their new information. It then goes through the 
normal validation steps.

E. Automatic Notifications
Based on the results of the tax interview and the status of the account, the Tax 
Identity system may automatically send email notifications to the customer. These 
messages may have limited customization (e.g. branding image). Included below is a 
list of the circumstances for which automatic notifications are sent and a sample of 
one such notification.
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Automated Notifications Table
Notification Description / Customer Action Requested

Tax Information Required Initial mail that explains the need for tax identity information in order to qualify 
for a reduced withholding rate. This points the customer to the online 
interview.

Tax Information, Sign Up 
Period Lapse

Followup to the above when the customer has not provided any tax identity 
information.

Additional Documents Additional documentation must be submitted outside of the tax interview in 
order to substantiate some portion of the tax identity (e.g. foreign passport).

Additional Information The customer must supply additional information that is not part of an IRS 
form in order to clarify their situation (e.g. explanation for TIN match in SSD 
DMF).

Failed TIN Notification The provided TIN did not pass validation tests. The customer must provide a 
new tax identity.

Failed TIN Correction Period 
Lapse

Followup to the above where the customer has not provided a new TIN, 
informing them that their account will be suspended from conducting 
business.

Signed Original Form If the customer elects not to submit their information electronically then they 
will be sent a reminder notification. This includes a pre-filled copy of the form 
based on their interview results. They need to print, sign, and return the form.

W8-BEN Renewal Notice Since W8 forms expire there needs to be notification back to the customer 
when they must retake the tax interview. This also explains that failing to 
keep an up-to-date form on file may result in backup (maximum) withholding 
rate.

W8-BEN Renewal Reminder Followup to the above that reminds the customer of the need for retaking the 
tax interview.

Information Mismatch Notice Sent to the customer if either information they provided to the company 
outside of the interview or IRS records do not match the entered Tax Identity 
record (e.g. different legal name). Their account may be suspended until their 
tax identity is reconciled.

1042-S Consent Confirmation Notice to customers subject to 1042-S filing that have consented to receive 
electronic documents. Regulations require this notification be sent to confirm 
their consent election and explain document delivery.

1042-S Consent Declined Notice to customers subject to 1042-S filing that have consented only to 
receive paper documents. Regulations require this notification be sent to 
confirm their consent election and explain document delivery.

Backup Withholding Notice Based on interview results, customer accounts may be subject to the 
maximum withholding rate. If this is in error, they need to retake the interview.

Ineligible for Treaty Benefits 
Due to Missing US TIN

This notifies customers that they may be eligible for treaty benefits but they 
must provide an IRS-supplied TIN for that to be possible.

Ineligible for Treaty Benefits 
Due to Missing TIN

As above except that the TIN may also be a tax identification issued by their 
country of residence per treaty conditions.
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Automated Notifications Example
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Example of a Failed TIN Notification

Subject line:  
Message from COMPANY to VendorName (VendorID) - FAILED TAX IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER  

Hello, 

We’ve received notification that the taxpayer identification number included on the tax form you 
have submitted does not match US IRS records.  If you do not provide a valid taxpayer identification 
number, per US IRS requirements, your tax form is invalid and you will be unable to distribute your 
product.   

To help protect the security of your taxpayer identification information, please do not respond to this 
e-mail with your tax identity information or share it over the phone. To correct your information, 
please log onto the COMPANY developer site and click “View and edit company information” in the 
right-hand column. There, you will find our secure online tax interview.  You will need to retake the 
tax interview using your valid taxpayer identification number.  

Please note that COMPANY uses Lilaham, a third-party tax provider, to gather tax information. 

Important Notice: Information in this document does not constitute tax, legal, or other professional 
advice. If you have other questions, please contact your tax, legal, or other professional advisor. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Lilaham | COMPANY
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Section 5 THE BACK OFFICE TOOL                                 
The “Back Office” is the administrative tool used by employees to manage customer 
accounts and tax compliance processes for the business.

The Back Office supports importing existing customer profiles or forms received 
directly. Existing business records can be processed through bulk import capabilities. 
When the company receives paper identity forms by mail, the Back Office provides 
an entry tool to capture these. Forms should be entered exactly as received. 

A. General Interface 
The Back Office is a web portal that allows for direct management of identity records. 
It should be compatible with all modern browsers. Access it via the Tax Identity URL 
provided. Account privileges can be controlled through Active Directory. (Alternate 
methods of authentication may be incorporated on an installation-specific basis.)

B. Manual Form Entry (Paper Receiving Process)
The manual form screen supports the following form types:
• W-9
• W-8BEN
• W-8ECI
• W-8IMY

The general layout of the screen is similar to the IRS Form. Note that no address 
validation or checks to prevent missing information are performed at the time of data 
entry in the tool. This allows an employee to reproduce the received form exactly, 
including boxes left blank. This is due to the fact that the Payee has certified the 
original paper form, and as such, any alterations would invalidate the certification.

1. W-9, W-8BEN, and W-8ECI entry
The Back Office tool provides a web form which allows an employee to 
enter all of the information provided on the paper forms. Field names in 
the tool mirror the IRS forms. When complete, the form is submitted to the 
Tax Identity system and can then be handled like any other customer 
profile.

2. W-8IMY entry
The Back Office provides for manual entry of IMY (Foreign Intermediary) 
forms, though there are some additional steps in this process. After 
entering the basic form information, then the underlying beneficial owners 
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identity documentation and income splits need to be provided. This would 
typically include both W-8BEN and W-9 Form types. 

Selecting the ‘Add a beneficial owner’ button will display the manual form 
entry screen for the additional identities. Once the record has been added 
to the database, the employee is returned to the IMY form page, and can 
view the added record displayed in the table. This is also the point of data 
entry for allocating the income split to the beneficial owner. Note, that once 
the income splits compute to 100%, no additional beneficial owner identity 
records can be added to the W-8IMY record.

Note: neither the W-8IMY nor the related underlying rights holder schedule 
of W-8 BEN’s / W-9’s can currently be entered via the online tax interview. 
An employee must enter these through the Back Office process.

3. Back Office fields used in the manual form process
There are additional non-Form fields required to complete the document 
record. These are primarily for relating entries and internal reference.  

4. Validation after manual form submission
Once the manual form data has been submitted to the tax identity 
database, the record is validated for completeness, in addition, 3rd party 
validation routines are triggered to test TIN / legal name pair, OFAC, DSS 
Death person database and Address validation services. In the event a 
validation failure occurs, the corresponding tax status is set, and if 
determined, a queue event scheduled for the Payee record. 

Field Label Description

Vendor ID Withholding Agent Payment Vendor ID

Link to record Used to tie records that are linked – for example, W-8IMY, 
change of legal name

Supporting Documents - Browse Use this to attach document(s) to the identity profile.

Supporting Documents - Upload Displays the file name and path of the selected file(s) for 
confirmation.

Submit button Use this button to attach file(s) to record

Income allocated %
(IMY only)

Allocation of this entity’s income as a percentage. This will 
have been included as part of the paper W-8 IMY mailed by 
the Agency / Partnership / Disregard entity Payee.

Attach W-8 / W-9
(IMY only)

Use this to add one or more beneficial owner W-8 BEN or 
W-9 tax identity documents to this record.
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C. Batch Identity Validation 
When forms are bulk uploaded through the tool it creates a backlog of identity 
verification requests. This can also happen if the realtime system normally used for 
validation is temporarily unavailable. In these cases the Tax Identity System will 
periodically pull batches of identity records which have not yet been validated and run 
them through that process. The outcome of this is that you may see validation results 
delayed and then a number of account statuses simultaneously updated. This should 
not be apparent to customers.

D. Generating Reports 
The Back Office tool can generate a variety of reports around these queues and other 
statuses. This allows for manual review of information, accounts in problematic 
situations, or the creation of offline records if desired. Consult on-screen instructions 
in the tool to determine what reports are available for your records.

E. Account Queues Overview
Accounts that require action by company employees are put into particular queues for 
attention. Employees using the Back Office can then take accounts from the account 
queues and determine how to “cure” the account and bring it into compliance.

The grace period for curing is 30 days, based on when the information was provided, 
whether from the customer via the interview or from an employee via the Back Office. 
If this compliance deadline passes without resolving the issue, the account tax status 
automatically transitions to TaxInfoInvalid status.  
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Account Queues
Queue Reason Cure Actions

Payment directed to a US 
Financial Institution

• Review explanation provided by Payee given in tax interview. If the 
response is not adequate, request further explanation via notification.

• If a satisfactory explanation is received, status may be changed to “Tax Info 
On File” or “Validated Tax Info”, as appropriate.

Payment requested in USD • Review explanation provided by Payee given in tax interview. If the 
response is not adequate, request further explanation via notification.

• If a satisfactory explanation is received, status may be changed to “Tax Info 
On File” or “Validated Tax Info”, as appropriate.

TIN in DSS Death Master File • Review explanation provided by Payee given in tax interview. If the 
response is not adequate, request further explanation via notification.

• If a satisfactory explanation is received, status may be changed to “Tax Info 
On File” or “Validated Tax Info”, as appropriate.

Awaiting Signed Tax form • Automated notice and reminders are sent to the customer.
• Once the correctly certified paper form has been received, tax status may 

be changed to “Tax Info On File” or “Validated Tax Info”, as appropriate.

US Address on W-8 not 
Claiming Treaty 

• Either a foreign passport (photograph and identity page only) or a foreign 
drivers license is required as documentary evidence. Once this has been 
received, tax status may be changed to “Tax Info On File” or “Validated Tax 
Info”, as appropriate.

US Address on W-8 Claiming 
Treaty

• Either a foreign passport (photograph and identity page only) or a foreign 
drivers license is required as documentary evidence. Once this has been 
received, tax status may be changed to “Tax Info On File” or “Validated Tax 
Info”, as appropriate.

Article 4 Treaty Claim with 
Address in Non-Treaty 
Country

• A certification of tax residency for tax treaty purposes is required as 
documentary evidence. Once this has been received, tax status may be 
changed to “Tax Info On File” or “Validated Tax Info”, as appropriate. 

Born to US Parents • A birth extract, foreign passport (photograph and identity page only), and a 
certification of tax residency for tax treaty purposes are required as 
documentary evidence. Once this has been received, tax status may be 
changed to “Tax Info On File” or “Validated Tax Info”, as appropriate.

OFAC hit • A withholding company agent or a fraud specialist must review the record to 
assess risk.
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F. Handling Queues (Business Process Workflows)
For each of the above, specific steps are recommended. Below are detailed views 
showing how above conditions may be handled as a complete process.

1. Payment Directed to US FI or Payment Requested in USD
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2. TIN in DSS Master Death File
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3. Awaiting Signed Tax Form
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4. US Address on W-8 but Not Claiming Treaty
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5. US Address on W-8 and Claiming Treaty
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6. Article 4 Treaty Claim with Address in Non-Treaty Country
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7. Born to US Parents
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8. OFAC Hit
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Section 6 INTEGRATION GUIDE                                        
This section goes into the concepts around integrating client business systems with 
Tax Identity Service, including information on APIs and data structures. 

A. General Setup
It’s assumed that the business already operates a 
set of systems to manage accounts, run a website, 
and process financial transactions. Tax Identity 
must integrate with all three of those areas. 

• For managing account information, Tax Identity 
must become the authoritative repository and 
source of information about official legal identity; 
note that informal user names and displayed 
business names for website use are not 
necessarily impacted.

• The website must integrate with the interview 
process for customer information collection. See 
the earlier section for a description of the 
interview.

• Financial transactions may be affected by the computed tax withholding rate. 
They will need to be updated to pull this rate from the Tax Identity system.

B. Accessing the API 
Tax Identity Service is addressable through HTTPS REST calls; note that you will 
need to ensure the appropriate domain security certificate is recognized by your 
systems. Active Directory credentials are used to control access to the API. These, 
along with the URL for the endpoint, will be provided during setup with Lilaham.

C. Using Tax Identity as System of Record 
Business systems should be designed to rely on TIS data as their source. They may 
locally cache information but there should be built-in expiration to ensure that data is 
eventually consistent. Note that cached values should be expired if there is a change 
of circumstances event processed for that account (see below).

It’s important that TIS remain the authoritative source of identity data. Business 
systems may contain copies of that data but should always defer to information in 
TIS. Changes should be made to TIS (preferably via the interview) and should not be 
accepted by business systems unless read back from that source.
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Client Integration Checklist
• Unified Account ID scheme
• HTTP access from business systems
• Domain Certificate for Lilaham
• Determine whether interview is via 

redirection or embedded frame
• Mechanisms for processing asyn-

chronous updates to client data

Lilaham Will Provide 
• Active Directory credentials
• Tax Identity API endpoint URLs
• Tax Identity Back Office tool URL
• SQS access details
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This prac t ice serves aud i t ing 
purposes by ensuring that al l 
information used for tax calculations 
and filing is current. There is no way 
that a business system could be 
acting upon newer information than 
what is recorded in TIS.

D. API Function Quick 
Reference

E. Recommended Interview Flows 
The simplest way to start a customer interview is to redirect the web browsing 
session to the Tax Identity Service interactive URL. This may be done by linking 
outright or by invoking the URL as part of a content frame. (See examples in §2.C.)

Basic keys (e.g. AccountID) must be passed as URL parameters. Limited additional 
information about the customer can be passed as optional parameters during this 
event in order to pre-populate interview form fields. See also the Ruby example 
below.

Function Description

Start Interview Initiate an interview session; alternative to web redirection flow

Get Identity Find identity record(s) based on selection criteria, commonly Account ID 

Create Identity Create a new profile based on known information

Change Tax Status Trigger a change in tax status for a specific profile

Patch Change taxpayer contact information, such as when entered in a web portal.
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Tax Identity System
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If the business already has substantial information about this customer account, it 
should prepare an identity record prior to the interview via CreateIdentity. This creates 
a placeholder record with the information in an untrusted state. Passing Account ID 
as a parameter on the interview URL will then ensure that this record is used to pre-
populate fields (where allowed) during the interview process. 

Once the interview begins, all business systems should assume information they 
have is outdated. New information should be retrieved from TIS once the interview 
completes. This follows the authority model described above (§6.C). 

Completion of the interview may be detected by either watching for the end of the 
interview session (the browsing is redirected back to a provided business URL) or 
watching for a change event on that Account ID (see notes on events below).

F. Handling Change Events
Tax Identity notifies business systems of changes in identity records using SQS 
(Amazon’s Simple Queuing System). Note that these event queues are different from 
the account queues in the Back Office tool where an account is waiting for an 
employee to take action.

Business systems should poll the relevant SQS queue (locator provided during setup 
with Lilaham). This informs systems of changes in identity status as well as entirely 
new identity information. 

Cache entries should be evicted based on these events occurring so that current 
information can be pulled from Tax Identity. We recommend that cache be populated 
on demand, based on needs from other systems, unless the latency is problematic. 
Barring change events, caches can use a long Time To Live configuration (e.g. 90 
days) or LRU mechanism to ensure consistency. 

Lilaham does have a mechanism for issuing change events on batches of records 
which may be used during system upgrades or at request of clients. These are also a 
mechanism which ensures caches are refreshed through the above event handling.

The customer interview should be separate from the handling of change events. 
Change notifications happen continuously and asynchronously versus the interview 
sessions driven by web interaction. 

G. Using Identity Status in Business Logic
Business systems can query the current record for a customer by calling the Tax 
Identity “Get” API and passing the associated Account ID as a parameter. 
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GET api/TaxIdentity?AccountId={AccountId} 

This returns the current identity record. See §7 for the details of that data structure.

The Tax Status field is useful for classification and determining whether the account is 
cleared to do business. Other business logic should be driven, where possible, by the 
boolean indicators. These are based on the Tax Identity analysis of the provided 
information and will be easier than, for example, looking for IRS Form types. 

H. Financial Withholding Calculations
Tax Identity returns, as part of the record, the computed tax withholding rates for 
FDAP income types governed by these forms. These can be retrieved and used by 
financial  transaction processing systems, as applicable.

Boolean Indicator (Field Name) Usage

IsIndividual Indicates whether the customer is doing business as an individual or 
an organized legal entity (e.g. partnership). This flag determines 
whether the FirstName and LastName fields will contain meaningful 
values.

IsUSPerson Indicates whether the customer is a US-based entity. Despite the 
field name, this indicator equally applies to individuals and 
organizations. This indicates whether they fall under W-9 vs W-8.

PaymentThroughQI Indicates whether payments are processed through a Qualified 
Intermediary. If so, special IRS rules may apply to the customer’s 
transactions.

IsECIBusiness Indicates whether a foreign-based customer has Effectively 
Connected Income with the US. This may bring into effect different 
IRS rules. This indicator is only meaningful when IsUSPerson is 
false.

HasTreatyClaim Indicates if a foreign customer is entitled to a reduced rate of Tax 
Withholding due to a Tax Treaty. This indicator is only meaningful 
when IsUSPerson is false.

Rate Indicator (Field Name) Usage

TWR_Interest Current tax withholding rate (%) to apply to Interest income

TWR_Dividend Current tax withholding rate (%) to apply to dividend income

TWR_PensionAnnuity Current tax withholding rate (%) to apply to pension & annuity  income

TWR_RoyaltyFilm Current tax withholding rate (%) to apply to film royalty income

TWR_RoyaltyCopyright Current tax withholding rate (%) to apply to copyright royalty income

TWR_Entertainer Current tax withholding rate (%) to apply to entertainer income

TWR_PrizesAwards Current tax withholding rate (%) to apply to prizes & awards  income
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I. Patch API Usage
This function is provided so that contact information changes can be applied to the 
current tax record. This allows other business systems (e.g. an account settings 
page) that allows for contact address changes to pass those updates on to Tax 
Identity. Each installation that requires this function will have a predefined list of fields 
which may receive changes. Commonly this includes email address, vendor ID, and 
mailing address.

The body of the PATCH request contains the JSON or XML representation of the 
TaxIdentity record (in the same format as returned by the Get API). However, only 
those elements that are to be changed should be included. The response stream will 
be an array of zero or more field names that were actually updated by the API call; 
fields which already held the submitted value(s) are not counted as updates.

J. Ruby Interview Invocation Example

The following example code shows how to start an interview session, including use of 
keys and signed URLs for secure handoff and return of the user’s web session.
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Start Interview

require 'base64' 
require 'openssl' 
require 'zlib' 
require 'json' 
require 'securerandom' 
require 'date' 
require 'cgi' 
require 'net/http' 

taxid_prepop = {} 
taxid_prepop[:AccountId] = SecureRandom.uuid   #Replace with a real account id 
taxid_prepop[:LegalName] = "Test User" 
taxid_prepop[:FirstName] = "Test" 
taxid_prepop[:LastName] = "User" 
taxid_prepop[:EmailAddress] = "taxid-user@lilaham.com" 
taxid_prepop[:PermAddress] = { :AddressLine1=>"123 Main St”,  
:AddressCity=>”Seattle", :AddressPostcode=>"98102", :AddressState=>"Washington", 
:AddressCountryCode=>"US" } 
taxid_prepop[:MailAddress] = { :AddressLine1=>"123 Main St",  
:AddressCity=>"Seattle", :AddressPostcode=>"98102", :AddressState=>"Washington", 
:AddressCountryCode=>"US" } 

# Step 1: Get JSON formatted Prepopulation data 
taxid_json=taxid_prepop.to_json 

# Step 2: Compress the data with ZLib deflate method 
taxid_zip = Base64.urlsafe_encode64(Zlib.deflate(taxid_json))  #ZLib compression 
#puts "Deflated+Base64 length = #{taxid_zip.length}" 
#puts taxid_zip 

#calculate Link expiration time as 15 minutes from now 
le=DateTime.now + Rational(15,1440) 
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(continued)

# Step 3: construct unsigned Path and Query string from above parameters 
path_query="/Interview/Start?PrepopulateData=#{CGI.escape(taxid_zip)}
&LinkExpiryTime=#{CGI.escape(le.rfc3339)}" 
#puts path_query 

# Step 4: Create the Digest algorithm 
hash_alg = OpenSSL::Digest::SHA256.new 

# Step 5: Load the private key from a PEM file 
rsa = OpenSSL::PKey.read(File.new("./Testing.key", "r")) 

# Step 6: Create the encrypted signature from the path_query using the private 
key 
url_digest = rsa.sign(hash_alg, path_query) 

# Step 7: Base 64 encode the signature 
sig = Base64.urlsafe_encode64(url_digest) 

# Step 8: Construct final URL query string with the signature appended 
signed_path_query = path_query + "&Signature=" + CGI.escape(sig) 
puts "Final signed URL path and query string follows:" 
puts signed_path_query 

#Make a call to test server with this URL Path 

#http = Net::HTTP.new("localhost", 44301) 
http = Net::HTTP.new("humblebundle-dev.taxidentity.com", 443) 
http.use_ssl = true 
http.verify_mode = 0 
http.open_timeout = 300 
http.read_timeout = 300 
resp = http.get(signed_path_query) 
p resp 
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Section 7 IDENTITY DATA MODEL                                    
Customer information is stored in identity records. These are created when a form is 
completed (through the interview or via entry in the Back Office tool). 

Each change of circumstances where identity or tax information (e.g. legal name) is 
updated introduces a new record while the old one is archived to preserve a complete 
identity history. This is denoted in date fields that show the effective dates during 
which the identity record applies. These dates thus allow a customer’s records to be 
reassembled into a complete timeline if necessary.

OVERALL DATA STRUCTURE HIERARCHY
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AccountID
LegalName
TIN
etc.

Tax Identity Record

AddressLine1
AddressLine2
AddressCity
etc.

Address

PermAddress,
MailAddress

“MissingTaxInfo”, 
“TaxInfoOnFile”,
etc.

Tax Status Enum

TaxStatus

TIN Type Enum

TINType

“SSN”, “EIN”
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A. Tax Identity Record
Name Description Type Applicable

IdentityKey Unique key for this record (to allow status 
change and other updates). Used only in 
the context of the Tax Identity systems.

globally unique 
identifier 

Always

AccountId Unique account identifier provided by the 
client business. This is provided by the 
business and may be a pre-existing UID 
scheme.

string Always

LegalName Legal name of the customer’s entity. For 
Individuals this is a concatenation of First 
Name and Last Name.

string Always

TIN US Tax Identification Number: Social 
Security Number, iTIN or Employer 
Identitification Number.

string Always

TINType Indicates whether the TIN provided is an 
SSN or EIN. (Note that only individuals 
may provide an SSN.)

TINTypeEnum Always

TaxStatus Status of this record. See §4 for details. TaxStatus Always

FormType Denotes withholding form type. In 
general, it’s not recommended that 
business logic rely on this field. Instead, 
tests such as “IsUSPerson” should be 
used where possible.

string Always

IsUSPerson True if the person is consided to be a U.S. 
Person under IRS rules.

boolean Always

IsIndividual Indicates if the record relates to an 
individual.

boolean Always

FirstName First name of individual taxpayer string Individuals only

LastName Last name (surname) of individual 
taxpayer

string Individuals only

TaxTreatyCountry Optional for W-8BEN (item 9). 
Not required for W-9.

string W-8 forms only

TaxTreatyCountryCode ISO2 country code for above country string  W-8 forms only

TaxIncomeType FDAP income types (interest, dividends, 
royalties, prizes, service income)

string Always

ConsentElectronicSignature Indicates consent to use of electronic 
signature for form completion.

boolean Always

ConsentElectronicReporting Indicates consent to electronic financial 
statement delivery.

boolean Always
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CreatedOn Date and time the record was created in 
the Tax Identity database. For auditing 
purposes, we consider this the time this 
identity record came into effect.

date Always

ModifiedOn Date and time the record was last 
modified at the database layer. This is 
typically through tax status change

date Set if record 
has changed 

EmailAddress Email address provided at startup. This is 
used to certify (e-sign) the interview. It is 
provided by the business systems (not 
the user) and is assumed to be of valid 
format.

string Always

SignatureDate Date and Time that the taxpayer certified 
the interview

date Always

TaxStatusExpiryDate Date and time that the current tax status 
will or did expire. May apply to IRS 
identity documents requiring renewal or 
for tax identity records that are no longer 
active/current. (See §7.H below.)

date Set if 
applicable.

DoingBusinessAsName Alternate business name for a Sole 
Trader.

string Applicable 
organized 
businesses but 
not individuals.

PaymentThroughQI Indicates whether IRS Qualified 
Intermediary rules apply to this taxpayer.

boolean Set if 
applicable.

TWR_RoyaltyCopyright Current tax withholding rate (for Royalty – 
Copyright income)

decimal 
number 

Set if 
applicable.

TWR_RoyaltyFilm Current tax withholding rate (for Royalty – 
Film income)

decimal 
number 

Set if 
applicable.

IsECIBusiness True if the foreign entity has Effectively 
Connected Income with the United 
States.

boolean Always

RecordSource Used for auditing or report filters; does 
not affection operation of account. 
May be “Interview”, “BulkLoad”, “Manual”, 
or “Placeholder”

string Always

PortalSource Indicates the source system that 
manages this taxpayer. May be used to 
indicate special rules associated with a 
class of taxpayers.

string Set if 
applicable.

TINValidationDate Date and time that the US TIN was last 
validated. Not set if not validation has 
been completed.

date Set if validated.

EntityType Indicates organizational structure of the 
customer entity, per options on a W8-BEN 
identity form. In general, client business 
logic should not be using this field directly. 

string Applicable for 
W8 only.
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B. Address Type 
The address record is designed to store all international addresses.

HasTreatyClaim Indicates if the Foreign Entity is entitled to 
a reduced rate of Tax Withholding due to 
a Tax Treaty.

boolean Always

ForeignTIN Non-US or Foreign Tax Identitifier. This 
must be for Income Tax purposes rather 
than Goods and Services Tax 
administration.

string Set if such an 
identifier exists.

DateOfBirth Date of Birth date For Individuals 
only

PermAddress Permanent address Address Always

MailAddress Mailing address. May be same values as 
above.

Address Always

CountryIncorporation Country of Incorporation(Entities) or 
Citizenship(Individuals)

string Always

CountryIncorporationCode ISO2 code for above country string Always

Name Description Type Applicable

AddressLine1 Address Line 1 string Always

AddressLine2 Address Line 2 string Optional

AddressCity City, town, locality or suburb string Always

AddressState State or administrative area string Optional

AddressPostcode Postal code or Zip Code string Optional

AddressCountry Country name string Always

AddressCountryCode ISO 2 character country code country 
string

Always
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C. Tax Status Enum 
See the separate section on Tax Statuses for interpretation of this field.

D. Country Codes 
All “country string” types in the above tables are strings that contain the ISO2 
standard country abbreviation. They should be equivalent to the full string field of 
similar name. Country code fields are designed to simplify automated processing and 
more compact reporting/display.

E. Date Fields
All “date” types in the above tables are strings that contain a JSON-format timestamp.

F. TIN Type Enum 
A Tax Identity Number can be an individual’s Social Security Number or an IRS-
issued Employer Identification Number. This type field is used to distinguish these.

G. Account ID vs Identity Key
Account ID is the unique identifier used by the business to track a customer. It’s 
assumed that an account will have one set of current identity information. The 
business systems will generally be providing this identifier when starting an interview 
or retrieving information via the API.

Name Value

TaxInfoNotRequired 0

MissingTaxInfo 1

TaxInfoOnFile 2

ValidatedTaxInfo 3

InvalidTaxInfo 4

TaxInfoRequiresUpdate 5

Deactivated 6

Name Value

Reserved 0

SSN 1

EIN 2
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The Identity Key refers to the date-limited record created for that account. Over time, 
an account may have any number of identity records due to Changes of 
Circumstances or expirations and renewals. Thus business systems will generally not 
want to query based on the Identity Key unless they are interested in a specific 
identity Form used at a certain time.

H. History and Linking 
Each change of circumstances where identity information (not merely tax status) is 
updated creates a new record while the old one is archived to preserve a complete 
state history. This is denoted in date fields that show the effective dates during which 
the identity record applies.

Note that API calls will only operate on the current tax identity record by default. If it is 
necessary to retrieve expired records, the Get Tax Identity call may be made with the 
optional ReturnDeactivated parameter set to “Y”.

I. String Encoding and Restrictions 
Strings are stored as Unicode with a large maximum length limit unless they are 
constrained by IRS Form requirements. Fields representing IRS Form data are 
generally length-limited and subject to a limited printable character set. These 
restrictions are enforced during data entry in the interview process or Back Office 
tool. Business systems should not need to perform any sort of validation or formatting 
on string fields.

J. Data Hosting and Security
Tax Identity and its associated data storage is backed by Amazon AWS for high 
availability and geographic accessibility. All sensitive data is encrypted prior to 
storage to protect customer privacy. To further improve security against inappropriate 
access, each client installation supported by Lilaham receives a separately 
partitioned data store to isolate their customer records.

Example Case Interpretation

TaxStatusExpiryDate is undefined This is a current record and has no fixed future expiration date.

TaxStatusExpiryDate < now This is a historical record and is not currently applicable.

a.TaxStatusExpiryDate == b.CreatedOn Record b immediately superseded record a.
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Section 8 TAX REPORTING                                                
The Tax Identity system is designed to coordinate the needed tax form creation and 
IRS reporting, in conjunction with a partner form preparation service.

A. Financial Records
The business is responsible for the systems that track financial data related to 
payments and payee relationships. It’s assumed that the business already maintains 
such systems. They do not need to be integrated directly with Tax Identity systems; 
there is no expectation or support for Tax Identity handling financial transaction data 
in realtime. 

Instead, in preparation for the tax reporting process, an annual financial record is 
assembled and imported. This can be done in Excel or several other industry-
standard and/or flat file formats. Specific methods for importing data can be arranged 
during the client setup process.

B. Record Aggregation and Validation
Once data has been imported, Tax Identity coordinates the reporting process. First, 
the financial data is matched with the payee identity information. Reports are 
available through the Back Office tool that summarize results, highlight exceptions for 
manual reviews, and provide detail on specific accounts.
 
Once business finance or tax analysts have completed their reviews of the results, 
the information will be passed to the form preparation service. This creates the final 
1099 and 1042 Forms, files them with the IRS, and delivers a paper or email copy to 
the customer.

All filed forms remain available in the Tax Identity Service tax form library. They can 
also be retrieved as needed through the Back Office tool.
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C. Tax Identity Reporting Process
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Tax Identity Tax Form Library. 

5

Generate Forms

Tax form partner service generates 
needed  IRS 1099-INT, 1099-DIV, 
1099-MISC, and 1042-S Forms.

4
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Tax Identity’s reporting platform 
creates reports and flat files for review 
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3
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Payment data is mapped through SQL 
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Result is aggregated financial data 
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2
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Company provides financial data as 
reporting payor. Data manager and 
loader scripts transfer exported flat file 
into Tax Identity’s staging location.
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Company Tax Identity Form Partner
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Section 9 COMPLIANCE INFORMATION                           
This section is a reference for the Tax Identity product’s compliance and certification.

A. Identity System of Record
The Tax Identity solution is designed to be the system of record for identity 
management and documents. This is an important designation for controllership and 
audit purposes. To support this, the system stores a history of account identity 
information, supporting documents, and the customer’s e-signature attesting to 
accuracy. Sensitive information is also encrypted while stored for security.

B. IRS Identity Forms
The system supports collection of identity information per these IRS Forms:

• W-9
• W-8BEN
• W-8ECI
• W-8IMY

Information for these may be entered by users in the online interview process. The 
Back Office tool also allows operators to enter information from any of these forms 
received as paper copies.

Supporting Documents
Some Forms require additional supporting identity documents. The 
system allows these to be uploaded and attached to the account 
record. These are retained in whatever source format is used (e.g. 
images, PDFs, DOCs) so that the tool fits within existing business 
processes. It also means that files may be stored in exactly the format 
submitted by the user, useful as part of record auditing.

C. IRS Filing Forms
In collaboration with our partner service, the system can create and complete the 
filing process for the following forms:

• 1099 K
• 1099 MISC
• 1099 INT
• 1099 DIV
• 1042 S
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Completed filing documents are available to customers in the online library. Electronic 
or paper copies (as elected by the customer during the consent portion of the 
interview) are also mailed upon filing, pursuant to IRS rules.

D. Tax Identity Solution Certification
KPMG has reviewed and certified that the Tax Identity system meets the IRS  
Regulation requirements for electronic submission of tax forms. Details available 
upon request.

E. IRS Auditing and MOU
The IRS Qualified Intermediary Program Team / Chief Counsel based in New York 
City administers the process for software developers and withholding agents to 
coordinate the development of tax identity software with the IRS. The goal of this 
review is to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). This offers 
protections in the event of a tax withholding audit, currently a Tier 1 audit item for the 
IRS. 

If an MOU applies to the identity system in use by the company then the IRS NYC 
office in conjunction with the field Auditor, will approve the withholding agent’s tax 
procedures without further examination. The IRS has already reviewed Lilaham’s Tax 
Identity Solution package.

F. Ongoing Compliance
Tax Identity Solution online systems will be updated to remain compliant with any 
changes to existing tax laws, introduction of new laws, changes in IRS regulations, 
and developments in KYC/AML requirements. Changes to the system will be 
reviewed with the company as needed.
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